
YOUR CUSTOMERS WANT TO
TEXT YOU. LET THEM. 



YOUR ALL-IN-ONE
TEXTING SOLUTION

Reach your customers in a simple and efficient way – by texting.
Through text messaging, Kenect enables businesses to streamline their
communication processes, whether it's for customer service inquiries,

appointment scheduling, or service updates. Thousands of dealers
across North America use the Kenect platform to text their customers!



SEE WHY THOUSANDS OF
DEALERS USE KENECT

Mobile Texting

Double Website Leads

Video Chat

Collect Payments

Review Management 

Managed Services

Let Kenect do the heavy lifting. We’ll
respond to your text conversations, reviews
and even post for you. Take your responses
and marketing beyond business hours.

Since we've had Kenect it's given us an opportunity to provide a new level of
service for our customers that our competition in the area just doesn't have.

Kenect gives us a huge advantage that has brought more sales to the business.

RYAN G. - KENECT CUSTOMER

Typically only 1% of customers leave a
review. We can help increase that to 35%.
With Kenect, you can send Review
Requests with a simple text link.

With Kenect, customers can send
payment via text in just three clicks.
Kenect customers get paid within 48
hours 59% of the time. 

Text from your existing business phone
number. No more giving out your
personal cell to customers and being
contacted at all hours.

Install the Kenect website widget on
your website so customers can quickly
inquire about your business. You’ll
watch all the leads pour in!

Show product updates, upsell parts and
services, and answer questions quickly
and efficiently by video chatting your
customers. 



KENECT USE CASES

Efficiently communicate service
updates to customers anytime, while
on-the-go. Attach PDFs, invoices and
links all in one conversation.

1:1 Texting

Increase leads by 260%+ with the
website and Facebook 'Text Us'
widget.

Leads

With content library, send new
inventory and direct your customers
to a dedicated landing page to drive
sales.

Content Creation

Send a text to thousands of customers
at the same time. Promote events,
deals, new inventory and more! 

Broadcast Messaging

Take payments securely and easily via
text - you’ll paid faster and your
customers will get their product
quicker!

Payments



'Text Us' Widget on Website

Online Review Request and Management: get notified
when reviews come in and respond within the Kenect app

100s of Quick Reply Texting Templates

Payment Collection

Schedule Future Messages: work the hours you
want!

Separated Inboxes, Mobile Notification, Assign Texts
to Specific Employees

Mobile AND Desktop App

Automated Messages

Broadcast Messaging: send important mass text
messages to large lists of contacts

Integrated with Various Industry Technologies

Two-Way Texting from your MAIN Business Number:
customers can call number they are texting

Ability to Send Multi-Media Messages: can send pictures,
videos, attachments and more!

KENECT HAS IT ALL




